Look for these brands and
garments to outfit your most
demanding bowhunters when
weather turns cold and wet.

I

have a vivid memory of an
episode from my early days as a
bowhunter — I might have been
13 — hunkered beneath a cedar in a
literal downpour. I’d been stalking a
small desert mule deer buck and
when the woolly clouds suddenly
decided to dump all they had at once
the buck sought shelter under the
very cedar I was using as stalking
cover. Though he was a scant three
yards away, I had no shot through the
tangled boughs. I could only wait
while the rain hammered down
relentlessly.
The surplus Army
fatigues I wore were little protection
from the cold September rain. After
15 minutes of this, which seemed
more like hours, added to a biting
breeze, the rain quit as abruptly as it
had begun. The buck sauntered from
beneath the cedar and into the open.
He could have been my first archery
buck, but I was shivering so badly, so
cold and stiff, that I could not draw my
bow. I was soaked to my skivvies. It
was a long walk back to the highway,
and an even longer peddle home on
my bicycle. I learned a hard lesson
that day.
Those were the late ‘70s and
though I’d remember to stash lightweight rain gear in my bowhunting
pack from that day on, these outfits
were of little use for actual bowhunting. They provided only shelter from a
sudden thunderstorm, proving entirely too noisy to consider stalking in,
even though some were actually camouflaged. If I should happen to stum-
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Scent Blocker Outfitter clothing offers 100-percent waterproof qualities, while also giving the bowhunter the added edge of activated charcoal scent control. These are
thoughtfully-designed hunting duds made especially for the demands of bowhunting.

ble upon a huge bull elk or muley or
black bear in the middle of a shower, I
was going to get wet. This situation
continued well into the ‘80s, even
while some apparel companies began

to label hunting togs “bowhunting
rainwear,” an oxymoron at that time,
like using “budget-priced” and “bullet-proof” in the same sentence to
describe a pair of hunting binoculars.

By Patrick Meitin
The rustles and whispers hunting
clothes make can alert nearby game,
be it soft fleece snagging on rough
tree-bark, or the rain gear protecting a
bowhunter during a drizzly morning
on stand crinkling like a plastic lawn
sack. There are different degrees of
quiet, and the term becomes subjective to what kind of bowhunting is
being discussed. There’s duck-blind
quiet, which isn’t quiet at all, the standard some companies once seemed
to go by; there is stalking-an-elk-inthe-wind quiet; stalking-on-a-stillday quiet (with a willingness to take a
long shot), and there are church-stillmornings-on-stand quiet, the ultimate test of bowhunting raingear.
Unfortunately, the latter can be difficult to achieve, even with some garments that are not waterproof at all.
The term waterproof can also be
subjective. Do not confuse waterresistant with waterproof, “resistant”
meaning it might be counted on to
bead water in a drizzle, but apt to disappoint in a prolonged downpour, or
when sitting on wet ground and sub-

Browning Hydro-Fleece Pro
Series 4-in-1 Parka with
Scent-Lok.

jecting the material to compression.
The new catchword in bowhunting
raingear is “breathable,” again a subjective term. Anything that keeps
wind off, as Gore-Tex and the laminates that attempt to match its enviable waterproof/breathable qualities
do, affects your body’s natural cooling
system. While this wind-blocking element is a highly desirable attribute in
nasty weather, a hunter who hurries
up a long elk ridge without unzipping
may feel like he’s wearing a sweat suit.
We are supposed to sweat, or would
soon suffer heat stroke under a hot
sun or during exertion. Be that as it
may, “plastic-sack” rain gear that
allows no moisture out means even
the skin’s natural respiration can turn
you clammy and cold while on stand
or sitting to glass for distant game.
Too, various situations ask for differing classes of raingear, from lightweight packable for the on-the-go
bowhunter to keep in his pack for
emergencies, to middle-weight outfits
for stalking in cold climes, to insulated
duds for sitting whitetail stands dur-

ing rut periods or late seasons. The
former need not be as silent as the latter.

Arctic Shield
Arctic Shield garments have several advantages bowhunters will
appreciate, most notably Re-tain
technology that helps hold body heat
in while keeping cold air out, to keep
the bowhunter toasty on stand under
the most brutal conditions. New H3
Jacket and Bibs also boast wind- and
waterproof qualities. The jacket now
includes a longer parka style with the
addition of two zipper chest stash
pockets for 2005. Other pockets
include two deep pockets with snaps,
fleece-lined side-entry handwarmer
pockets, inner pocket, storm-flapprotected bi-directional YKK front
zipper and detachable hood. The
cuffs are knitted for added comfort
and heat retention. It includes a
silent, 280-gram tricot outer shell and
quilted, brushed polyester inner lining with Re-tain layer. This outfit is
available in Mossy Oak New BreakUp, Realtree Hardwoods Grey HD and
Max-4 HD, sizes M through 3XL.
Bibs have relaxed fit, YKK zippered back pocket, six additional
pockets, full length bi-directional YKK
front zipper, adjustable leg cuffs and
shoulder straps. They are offered M to
2XL. An ArcticShield Hunting Cap,
bowhunter-friendly Camp Gloves, or
Glo-Mitts are also offered.
The H2 Jacket is termed windand water resistant, a lighter jacket for
early to mid-seasons, without hood
and the copious pockets of the H3.
The proven H1 Jacket and Bibs offer a
shorter jacket version and two less
pockets than the H3, but otherwise
offer the same features, and full windproof and waterproof qualities. The
H1 also includes the options of X
Scent, an X-Static silver-fiber technology for scent reduction. The X Scent
version is available in Mossy Oak New
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Break-Up only, while without that
bacterial barrier customers have additional choices in Realtree Hardwoods
Grey HD and Max-4 HD.

Browning Apparel
Browning’s Hydro-Fleece has
become a household name in waterproof, bowhunting garments. This
year’s line is no exception, plus it has
been redesigned to be even better
foul-weather gear. Also new for 2005
is hunter-approved Scent-Lok odor
elimination in garments made to filter
out offensive human odors and provide an advantage in the field.
The newest version, the HydroFleece Pro Series 4-In-1 Parka, offers
guaranteed weatherproofness with
Gore-Tex laminate. The lining has a
mesh upper body and nylon taffeta in
lower body and arms. Set-in sleeves
feature one-piece, no-seam construction that are also articulated for free
movement. The cuffs include watertight neoprene with Velcro adjustment tabs. Two bellows pockets are
backed by handwarmer pockets, with

scads of security
pockets to stash
Hydro-Fleece Pro
gear. There’s an
Series X-Change
Jacket from
internal drawcord,
Browning.
and the detachable hood includes
a visor and allaround
adjustment. (You’ll find
visors on all GoreTex hooded garments. There’s no
way a garment can
pass that company’s demanding
“rain room” tests if
it allows water to
run down the face
and inside the
parka.) The front
zipper includes a storm flap secured
by snaps. The inner liner jacket
includes a quiet camo warp knit shell,
taffeta lining, and Thermore insulation that makes it a great cold-weather garment. It is sewn in Mossy Oak
New Break-Up, and comes S to 3XL
sizes.

The all-new Hydro-Fleece Pro
Series X-Change Jacket, Insulated Bib,
and Insulated Gaiter Bib also include
both Gore-Tex and Scent-Lok layers
for scent control and guaranteed
waterproof assurance. The Jacket has
all of the features of the 4-IN-1, but
without the liner-jacket option. The
Insulated Bib includes Thermore
insulating layers, and elasticized suspenders with cam-lock buckles. The
Gaiter Bib incorporates a patentpending Gaiter Cuff design that keeps
snow and moisture out of customer’s
boot tops. Mossy Oak New Break-Up
disguises these outfits, in sizes S to
3XL.

Columbia Sportswear

Columbia Sportswear uses Omni-Tech Silent rain Plus material to make its best
bowhunting attire waterproof yet breathable. Silent Hunter Wigeon Parka and Pants
make a welcome layer on a cold and wet day on stand, or over lighter duds while hiking
out West.
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Silent Hunter Widgeon Jacket,
Bibs, and Pants are Columbia’s stealth
bowhunting answer.
The series
includes 100-percent polyester OmniTech Silent Rain Plus shell with
Slimtech insulated liner. Omni-Tech
is seam-sealed for waterproof assurance, breathable and windproof for
when conditions turn nasty, plus the
liner-jacket is insulated for those cold
mornings on stand. The outer shell is

quiet for up-close encounters. The
shell includes a detachable hood
which incorporates an insulated
Interchange System collar and chin
guard for comfort, plus self-draining
pockets and double storm flap with
rain gutter, plus adjustable cuffs and
drawstring hem. Bibs include
adjustable non-slip shoulder straps
and have elastic at back and waist,
plus tick-guard leg openings. Bibs
and pants include the same waterproof, breathable, windproof construction as the jacket. Camo patterns
include Columbia’s Silenthunter and
Mossy Oak Break-Up, in sizes S to 4XL
in Jacket and Bibs, S to XL in Pants.

Downwind 3D Camouflage
Three-D camo has emerged as
the concealment champion in camouflage attire. Nothing breaks up the
human outline, or scatters light reflections and shadows, like leafy-cut suits.
Downwind 3D Camouflage produces
some of the most thoughtfullydesigned 3-D outfits in the business,
including attached hoods with
bowhunting-friendly
facemask
design, and most importantly, zip-in
liners such as Scent-Lok and
Saddlecloth Lite. The latter should
interest the foul-weather hunter, as
this is the only water-resistant 3-D
camo option that I’m aware of. While
Saddlecloth could most fairly be
termed water-resistant, it’s just the
ticket during a foggy or drizzly morning on stand or while stalking, and
works exceptionally well at cutting a
biting wind. Saddlecloth is breathable
and quiet, but will leak when compressed. The zip-in liner aspect of
these suits makes them highly adaptable, from hot early seasons out West,
to a cool morning on a whitetail stand.

storm flap, detachable hood, standup collar, hand-warmer pockets,
cargo pockets, adjustable snap
sleeves, and inside zippered valuables
pocket. The convertible bib tucks
away to wear as a waistpant, with elastic drawcord, lower leg stash pocket,
outside leg zippers, and snap fly front.
Both are offered in Mossy Oak BreakUp and sizes S to 2XL.
New Storm Seal Bomber & Pants
offer the same waterproof, breathable, quiet windproof construction
with shorter waist length, and heavier
6-ounce quilted polyester fiber fill
insulation. The pants are noninsulated, and a noninsulated jacket is also
offered, for rain gear that is easily
lashed to the outside of a hunting
pack. The new Storm Seal System
Parka is made for cold-weather sitting, with zip-out, 400-gram polyester
fleece jacket with pockets and knit
cuffs,
placed
inside
a
Saddlecloth/Storm Seal outer parka.
It’s also waterproof, breathable, windproof, and quiet like other LaCrosse
garments. Mossy Oak Break-Up also
covers these outfits, in S to 2XL sizes.

Mad Dog Gear by Stearns
Silent Shadow and Growler are
names to remember for Mad Dog
Gear
by
Stearns’
quiet,
waterproof/breathable bowhunting
wear. These come in a wide array of
versions sure to please any customer
facing any condition. The Growler
series is the newest, providing waterproof/breathable Polymeric Alloy
2000 membrane and extremely quiet
outer shell that is also lightweight to
make it packable. The design includes
an attached hood with drawcord, twoway cargo pockets, and front zipper
with storm flap. The inside includes
mesh lining, with elastic cuffs and
bottom hem for comfort.
The
Insulated Growler includes 100-gram
insulation for extra warmth, and
nylon lining, but is otherwise the
same. Growler Pant and Insulated
Pant are also offered, all in Advantage
Timber and Max-4 HD, plus Mossy
Oak New Break-Up, in sizes M to 2XL.
Growler Youth and Insulated Youth
come in sizes S, M and L.
Silent Shadow Plus Parka, Pants

LaCrosse Footwear
Saddlecloth with Storm Seal is
LaCrosse’s answer to foul weather.
This construction involves Teflon over
quiet micro fiber, a 4-ounce Thermal
Shield layer, high-strength fabric to
protect the Storm Seal membrane,
and more Teflon. This combination
makes Storm Seal Parka & Convertible
Pants/Bibs waterproof, breathable,
windproof, burr-proof and quiet. The
Parka has a full-snap front with inner
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and Bibs include a new Ripstop Tricot
exterior that increases durability and
life without sacrificing silence. The
series is waterproof and breathable,
with neoprene interior collar and
wrist cuffs for added protection from
the elements, and attached hood with
dual adjustments. It includes a
plethora of pockets, articulated
elbows, drawcord waist and bottom
hem, and warm, comfortable tricot
lining. Pants include articulated
knees for freedom of movement. The
Bibs have reinforced knees and seat,
also articulated. The adjustable, elastic suspenders have quick-release
buckles, and both have zippered legs
to make dressing fast while wearing
boots. A waist-length Jacket is also
offered with the same features. The
Silent Shadow Light Jacket and Pants
are also similar, in a lighter version
perfect for early seasons, or to strap
on a pack, without sacrificing its
waterproof, breathable nature.
The Silent Shadow Scent-Lok
Jacket is also waterproof and breathable, with Scent-Lok’s odor-containment lining. It’s the perfect early-season jacket, with rib-knit collar, no
hood, and wrist cuffs for additional
weather protection. There are slash
pockets and a drawcord bottom hem,
and it can also be used as a liner in the
Silent Shadow Plus and Silent Shadow
Light parka/jackets.
Odor eliminating Scent-Lok lining is also part of the Silent Shadow
Fleece Parka, Jacket, Pants and
Headcover. They are constructed of
quiet Silent Shadow Fleece and a
waterproof/breathable
Polymeric
Alloy 2000 membrane. The Parka
includes an attached hood, the Jacket
a stand-up collar. Both have a multitude of useful pockets.
Silent Shadow Strataflex Fleece is
ultra-quiet, 100-percent windproof
and breathable, but only water resistant. The line is offered in a jacket,
vest, and pants, all with stretch fabric
for full range of movement and ulti-
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The new Silent Shadow Plus 7-In-1 Parka
from Mad Dog Gear is waterproof, breathable and comes with a zip-on blaze vest.

The Silent Shadow Light Jacket from Mad
Dog Gear is waterproof, packable and
matching pants are available.

mate comfort. Shockcord loops allow
you to attach this jacket to other Silent
Shadow pieces, or it can be worn by
itself during warmer hunts. All are
especially designed to assure no binding while climbing or drawing a bow.
All Silent Shadow garments are
offered M to 2XL. Plus and Light versions come in Advantage Timber,
Mossy Oak Break-Up, and Realtree
Hardwoods HD; Scent-Lok Jacket
comes in Advantage Timber and
Realtree Hardwoods HD; Fleece with
Scent-Lok comes in Advantage
Timber; and Strataflex comes in
Realtree Hardwoods HD and Mossy
Oak Break-Up.

works out to Protective Layers to
assure the most comfort no matter
your customer’s hunting style. Torrent
technology is a waterproof, breathable and windproof technology made
exclusively by Mossy Oak, allowing
customers to stay dry and comfortable under the most extreme conditions. The membrane restricts water
from getting in, but lets body vapors
out. And because activity levels vary,
demanding different degrees of
breathability, there are three levels of
Torrent technology. Torrent is for
lower activity levels found while sitting a stand, Torrent 2 made for stillhunting or traveling long distances to
reach a stand, while Torrent APX is
made for spot and stalk hunting and
other high-activity hunts.
The APX Pinnacle 4-IN-1 Parka is
faced with 380-gram polyester ripstop
with polyester mesh lining. The liner
jacket is windproof and includes
Mossy Oak moisture management,
and zips into the parka. The parka
includes comfortable articulation, has
a very quiet brushed fabric, hide-

Mossy Oak Apparel
Mossy Oak Apparel takes a complete system approach with the APX
line. The company has borrowed the
best designs from other active outdoor pursuits such as mountain
climbing and blended them into a
cohesive hunting system that is different from nearly anything else out
there. This starts with Base Layers and

away/removable hood, security pocket, single-hand cordlocks, and is completely waterproof, breathable, and
windproof. Seamless shoulders lower
bulk when wearing a pack. This garment has articulated sleeves,
adjustable stretch cuffs for snug and
trim fit, plus an abundance of exterior
pockets.
The APX Instinct Jacket and Pant
include Torrent APX protection from
water, while also breathing freely. The
shell is quiet polyester ripstop, in a
lighter 210-gram denier, and is also
lined in polyester mesh for better
breathability. It’s quiet, and accepts
Mossy Oak zip-in liners, with all the
features of the Pinnacle. The Pants
also include free-movement articulation, quiet brushed fabric, plus kneelength zippered legs, adjustable web
belt and elastic waistband, in addition
to zippered, six-pocket design. Unlike
some rain gear it includes a zippered
fly for quick access when nature calls.
The APX Monsoon Packable
Jacket and Pant offer western or earlyseason bowhunters a lightweight
option, with 240-gram polyester textured tricot shell, water-resistant zippers, molded Velcro straps, full-rangeof-motion sleeves, flocked lining to
eliminate bulk, elastic drawcord hem,
and attached hood. The entire jacket
packs into its own inner storage pocket. The pants offer the same features,
in an articulated design with wide
waist band with belt loops and
adjustable cuffs. Also look to APX
Pinnacle Gloves and Liners for complete foul-weather protection.
The APX Barricade Parka and Bib
Overalls offer all of the same advantages in a 210-gram polyester ripstop
shell, but add both Scent-Lok and
Therma-Scent scent control insulation for the ultimate tree-stand attire.
This includes Torrent APX waterproof
and breathable membranes, an abundance of pockets, removable hood,
and full articulation.
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Natural Gear
NaturalGear
Camouflage has a loyal
following and now can
be had in waterproof
options.
The 4X4
Concealment System
Jacket uses an outer shell
and inside liner jacket
made from new DriStalk II, a micro polytricot material that is tough
yet super quiet. The zipout liner is water resistant, and reversible from
NaturalGear camo to
brown. The waterproof
outer jacket includes a
double storm flap with
large snaps over large
zipper, rain gutter and
beard protector, plus
articulated elbows for
added maneuverability The APX Instinct Jacket from Mossy Oak Apparel has
and easy drawing of a mesh lined, bellowed chest pocks to provide ventilation.
bow.
The hood is
detachable, insulated, and includes is a light-weight pant with Dri-Stalk II
locking drawcord and Velcro “Clear fabric to shed water. A mesh inner linView” adjustments. Pockets include ing enhances comfort when on the
zippered valuables and fleece-lined move, with fully taped seams, elastic
handwarmer on shell, all with fully- waistband, belt loops and built-in,
taped seams, elastic waist and cuffs locking drawcord. A knee-length zipand Velcro cuff adjustments. It’s avail- per is covered with a storm flap, but
able in NaturalGear Natural camo, in allows dressing with boots on. Bibs
regular sizes M to 3XL, and tall XL to are also waterproof, and include 150
3XL.
grams of Hollofil II insulation for cold
An Uninsulated, Waterproof mornings on stand. Important feaParka is available, also with water- tures include side-entry pockets, rear
proof/breathable Dri-Stalk II, and soft pockets, full-zippered legs, adjustable
mesh interior and silent exterior. The shoulder straps, and reinforced seat
drawstring hood rolls up in the collar and knee for added life. Look for
when not in use, while the adjustable Pants in M to 3XL, Bibs in M to 3XL
waistline keeps drafts out. The heavy regular, or L to 2XL tall sizes. The
YKK zipper is covered with snapping Natural Gear Boonie hat is also waterdouble storm flap with built-in rain proof.
gutter. This parka comes in Natural
camo, M to 3XL regular, or L to 3XL tall
Pella Outdoor Clothing
sizes.
Pella’s MicroWarp Packable
To compliment the 4x4 or uninsu- Raingear with OutdoorDry includes a
lated parka, 4x4 Concealment System waterproof, breathable membrane
Pants or Insulated Waterproof Bib that is extremely lightweight and
Overalls are also offered. The 4x4 Pant bowhunting quiet. Fully taped seams

assure no leaks, while the soft, lownap shell won’t carry burrs, or pill with
hard use, remaining soft and supple in
any temperature. A nylon mesh provides lining, for warm-weather comfort. Perspiration and water vapor
pass through freely during warmweather bowhunting, with a packable
design that allows it to store in any
fanny pack.
The MicroWarp Packable Rain
Jacket is a hooded design featuring
two deep front pockets with zipper
closures and storm flaps, a Vislon
front zipper with snap-down wind
flaps and rain gutter to repeal winddriven moisture. Elastic waist and
snap adjustable cuffs keep out wind,
while the drawstring, visored hood
includes barrel-lock adjustment. The
Packable Rain Pants have two front
swing pockets and two rear hip pockets, covered by snap-down flaps, plus
elastic waist, belt loops, and buttons
for suspenders. Both are available in S
to 5XL Regular sizes, L to 4XL Tall, and
S to 2XL Woman’s. Camouflage patterns include Realtree Hardwoods,
Hardwoods Green, Advantage Timber
and Max-4.
Newer yet is the MicroWarp
S.O.D. (Safety on Demand) Packable
Rain Jacket. This patented safety system allows a hunter-orange vest to be
unzipped from a concealed chest
pocket in the MicroWarp Jacket and
quickly attached around and across to
the chest, transforming it into a safety garment for firearms seasons, or
while removing bagged game from
the field while bowhunting. It’s
offered in Realtree Hardwoods and
Advantage Timber, sizes S to 3XL.

Predator Camouflage
Predator Evolution 3-Pocket
Pants and Jacket use high-performance Saddlecloth, a suede-like fabric made to repel water, shun burrs,
and offer bowhunting silence, while
actually killing odor-causing bacteria.
It makes a great wind barrier, while
allowing perspiration to move away
from the skin. This is not the best
choice in a prolonged downpour, say
a trip to coastal Alaska, but it will keep
customers comfortable on a foggy or
drizzly morning on stand.
The 4-Pocket Pants includes a 4-

inch adjustable
waist band, two
front slash pockets, two rear
patch
pockets
with
flap-andbutton closure,
zippered front,
drawstring cuffs,
and
34-inch
inseam. The jacket has heavy-duty
front
zipper,
raglan sleeves for
non-binding
movement, two
large front pockets with zipper
closures,
knit
cuffs and waistband to keep
breezes
out.
These garments
are available in
Predator Spring
Green, Fall Brown, Pella’s MicroWarp Packable Rain Gear is not only waterproof and
and
Evolution breathable, but quiet enough to sneak up on sharp-eared game
Predator, in sizes S such as Newfoundland moose. A big bull in tight brush will hear
rain gear that makes rustles while drawing a bow.
to 3XL.

Rocky Shoes & Boots
The Prohunter Series all include
guaranteed Rocky waterproof construction, most shelled in 220-gram
polyester micro fleece for bowhunting
silence. There are 18 pieces included
in the line, to tackle any condition,
from warm early seasons, to the coldest late-season hunts. The Prohunter
Quad Parka is an exchangeable-liner
design that makes it versatile. The
shell includes a multitude of useful
pockets, the liner is also waterproof
and includes 100 grams of Thinsulate
insulation. The removable hood can
be used on the shell or liner jacket,
both with soft, warm nylon taffeta lining.
The Prohunter Bomber Jacket has
many of the same attributes, but is a
one-piece design that has 100 grams
of Thinsulate built right in. Look for
these garments in Mossy Oak BreakUp or Realtree Hardwoods Grey HD,
sizes M to 3XL. To complete an outfit,
the Prohunter Pant and Bibs also
include guaranteed Rocky waterproof
construction,
and
100-gram
Thinsulate insulation. For the coldest

weather nothing beats a coverall, and
The Prohunter Coverall is also waterproof and insulated with 100 grams of
Thinsulate. All of these options
include the same camo patterns as
the jackets, and sizes M to 2XL.
Prohunter Reversible Jacket and
Bibs offer the two-season hunter an
outfit to cover them during bow and
rifle seasons, or in changing terrain
types. They are waterproof and insulated, both sides made of quiet 220gram polyester micro fleece.
Reversible combinations include
Mossy
Oak
Break-Up/Realtree
Hardwoods Grey HD; Mossy Oak
Break-Up/Blaze Orange; or Realtree
Hardwoods Grey HD/Blaze. They are
sized M to 3XL in the Jacket, M to 2XL
in Bibs.
Prohunter Jacket and Pant are
non-insulated for warmer seasons, or
for the bowhunter seeking less bulk,
with the same silent construction and
waterproof qualities of the previous
options. Prohunter Packable Parka
and Pant make great rain gear for the
hunter on the move, with lighter 180gram polyester micro fleece shell, and
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all the handy pockets of the heavier
garments.
The Scent Control Series includes
not only guaranteed Rocky waterproof construction, but Scent IQprinted brushed tricot lining for scent
management. Several features make
it bowhunting compatible, including
adjustable hood with zip-off face
mask with see-through mesh panel,
bi-swing back with a covered slit to
accommodate a tree-stand harness,
stretch panel in sleeve with articulated elbows and gusseted armpit allowing unrestricted movement while
drawing a bow. Pants include banded
waist with belt loops, and 20-inch leg
zippers that allow customers to
undress without removing boots. A
Headcover Mask is also offered, with
waterproof Scent IQ lining. Parkas are
offered M to 3XL, Pants M to 2XL, in
Mossy Oak Break-Up or Realtree
Hardwoods Green HD.

Robinson Outdoors
Scent Blocker
Scent
Blocker
gives
the
bowhunter the odor-eliminating edge
of activated charcoal, with key garments also including water-resistant
or 100-percent waterproof assurance.
The all-new Dream Season Scent
Elimination series includes a supersoft, quiet “Dream” Fleece shell that is
DWR (Durable Water Repellency)
treated, but also includes two-way
camouflaged, scent-proof zippers,
and BodyLock collar, wrist cuffs and
waist. The Jacket offers offset front
zipper
for
optimal
comfort,
“over/under” pocket system, standup collar, adjustable/removable arm
guard to fit right or left hand shooting,
visor hood and fully-adjustable wrist
cuffs. The Pant has the same material
make-up and tailoring features, with
20-inch leg zippers with elastic ankle
cuffs and snap adjustment, rubberized waistband, seven storage pockets, and zippered fly.
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ScentBlocker
Outfitter wear offers
scent containment,
wind and waterproofness,
and
toasty-warm insulation all in one.
Waterproof qualities
come via 100-percent
waterproof
RainBlocker technology; the jacket features
a
zip-out
reversible
Sherpa
fleece vest with
incorporated
WindBlocker laminate. Jacket and Pant
share
BodyLock
openings all around
to trap human odors
The ScentBlocker Prohunter Jacket from Robinson Outdoors.
so the activated carbon can adsorb it. The jacket also M to 2XL.
includes stand-up collar, five front
pockets, can-call pocket on sleeve, full
Scent-Lok/Gore-Tex
front zipper with storm flap,
The big news at Scent-Lok is the
adjustable/removable right- or left- spanking-new line of Scenthand arm guard, adjustable cuffs, Lok/Gore-Tex Fusion wear. Scent-Lok
adjustable visor hood, and grommet- is the original name in activated chared license loop. The pants include 24- coal scent control, Gore-Tex the only
inch leg zippers, adjustable waist with waterproof technology that is 100belt loops, high waist tailoring, two percent guaranteed for the life of the
zippered stash pockets, zippered garment. Combined these two huntcargo bellow pockets, diamond crotch ing-attire giants have created some of
gusset for maximum mobility, zip- the most hard-core bowhunting wear
pered fly with double snap closure, the industry has yet seen. This techand internal, rubberized waistband. nology doesn’t come cheap, but this is
Look for the line in sizes S to 3XL, an investment that will last customers
Realtree Hardwoods Grey and Mossy a lifetime of rough and tumble huntOak Break-Up camo.
ing, keeping them scent free and comThe Prohunter Jacket and Pant fortable no matter what Mother
includes nearly all the same features Nature throws at them.
as the Outfitter, including 100 percent
The
Scent-Lok
Supreme
waterproof RainBlocker, but the indi- Lightweight Gore-Tex Jacket is perfect
vidual pieces include built-in, for warmer climate or to keep in your
reversible
camo-to-blaze-orange pack until needed. The lightweight
capes or panels. This allows the multi- system features a two-tone Gore-Tex
season hunter to go from camouflage waterproof shell lined with the latest
to blaze-orange in just seconds. Scent-Lok Climaflex scent-eliminatAvailable in Realtree Hardwoods Grey ing technology. The Gore-Tex shell
and Mossy Oak Break-Up, and sized makes it windproof and waterproof,

while breathing freely when your customer works up a sweat.
The
“garaged” zippers stay closed and
quiet, while also proving water- and
windproof. The jacket has two roomy
exterior zippered pockets, one inside
zippered security pocket, and articulated hood, shoulders, chest, and
arms for complete freedom of movement. Shoulder straps allow the
Jacket to be backpacked should temperatures climb, with beard and chin
protection built into the collar and
front zipper. The lightweight hood
tucks easily into the collar when not
needed. It comes in sizes M to 3XL, in
Mossy Oak New Break-Up and
Realtree Hardwoods Green.
The Scent-Lok Supreme Gore-Tex
Deluxe Parka is extreme wear for
extreme weather. It includes many of
the same features as the Lightweight
Gore-Tex Jacket, but includes a zipup, turtleneck-style fleece liner that
can be installed during colder periods.
The parka includes the same articulated tailoring for ultimate comfort
and free-range movement when

climbing or shooting, and 100-percent waterproof/breathable/ windproof assurance. The parka is offered
M to 3XL, in Mossy Oak New BreakUp, Realtree Hardwoods, and Realtree
Hardwoods Green.
The Scent-Lok Supreme Gore-Tex
Pants are designed as the perfect
companion to the Gore-Tex Jacket or
Parka. They are also 100-percent
waterproof and breathable, with zippered back and side pockets, leg zippers for easy changing while wearing
boots, heavy-duty, built-in belt, suspender buttons, articulated knees,
and maximum breathability throughout. They are offered in the same sizes
and camouflage patterns as the GoreTex Parka.
Supreme Gore-Tex Lightweight
Glove, Cowboy Hat Cover (in honor of
“Wildlife Point Blank” TV host Phil
Phillips), and Headcover are also
offered, to complete the scent-free
and waterproof approach, in Mossy
Oak
Break-Up
and
Realtree
Hardwoods.

Circle 126 on Response Card

Walls/10X
Water-Pruf clothing from 10X is
included in an extensive line of
Magnum Pro Series hunting clothing.
All include a 100-percent polyester
microfiber brush twill shell with
waterproof WPB Laminate, many with
6 ounces of polyester Fiberfill
Insulation for added warmth. WaterPruf Insulated duds include a
Coverall, Bib, Pant, 4-N-1 Parka, 4-N-1
Wader Jacket, and Parka. These make
great choices for the most inhospitable late-season action, or while
traveling to and from a stand via ATV
or boat. The nylon lining in the
Coverall, Bib, Pant, and Parka makes
them non-binding but requires some
breaking in for bowhunting hush,
with a myriad of useful pockets and
knee-length zippered legs in Coverall,
Bibs, and Pant. The 4-N-1 Parka and
Wading Jacket include a reversible,
zip-out jacket liner of camo nylon and
quilted, brushed tricot, but again a
few washings are needed to make
them quiet enough for a still morning
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on a whitetail stand.
The Water-Pruf Hooded Rain
Jacket and Pant also have a quiet polyester shell with waterproof WPB laminate, and nylon webbing for warmweather comfort. Jacket and Pants
both include Thermo Fused SeamSealed construction. The Jacket has a
zip-front with double storm flap,
three-piece hood with drawcord,
handwarmer pockets with Velcro closure. The Pants have large side pockets, double-wide waist band with
drawcord, suspender buttons, covered, knee-length leg zippers, and
snap adjustment at leg hem. The set
makes good packable rain gear.
All Magnum Pro Series Water-Pruf
garments come in Advantage Timber,
Realtree Hardwoods, and Hardwoods
Green. They are sized from M to 3XL
Short and Regular in Coverall, 4-N-1
Parka and Jacket, Parka, and Rain
Jacket/Pant; L to 2XL Tall in Bib and
Pant.

Whitewater Outdoors
Strategic Hunting Apparel is what
Whitewater calls their comprehensive
line of serious bowhunting wear.
Their catalog includes four pages of
RainBlocker, 100-percent waterproof/breathable Big Game clothing,
all made of quiet materials chosen
with the bowhunter in mind. The allnew Reversible Berber Jacket and Bib
are an example of clothing that is
designed for hunters who won’t let
bad weather keep them inside. Warm,
thick, gray-camo Berber fleece shells
one side, quiet, brushed tricot in
Realtree Hardwoods the other, allowing customers to match any terrain
type. And the outfit is ready for any
nasty-weather condition, because it
has 100-percent waterproof/breathable RainBlocker protection between
these layers. The jacket features
adjustable, attached hood, full zip
front, two cargo pockets with snap
closure and handwarmer side entry
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The two-tone finish that combines solid
green with camouflage should help the
new Scent-Lok Gore-Tex garments like this
Lightweight Jacket stand out as something special. Scent-Lok's Mike Andrews
(above) hopes dealers take the time to
point out costly features like fully waterproof zippers and zipper garages that hide
the metal pulls under quiet cloth.

pockets beneath, elasticized waist and
wrist cuffs, and rear license loop. The
Bib has adjustable shoulder straps,
full front zip with storm flap, zippered
chest pocket, two side stash pockets
with flap cover and zip closure, two
rear pockets, and knee-length leg zippers with storm flaps.
The 3D RealFleece insulated
Parka and Bib includes a unique 3-D
texture that adds dimension to soft
and silent fleece for increased concealment capabilities. This is also
killer cold-weather gear, as the Parka

has 100-percent waterproof/breathable RainBlocker protection and
proven Thinsulate insulation. The
three-piece hood zips off and is
adjustable. A full-front zipper has
storm flap, with two chest pockets and
two cargo pockets with handwarmers
behind, and accessory pocket on the
sleeve. Cuffs are Velcro adjustable,
and the waist includes a drawcord
with locks. The Bibs include the same
construction, with adjustable elastic
shoulder straps with quick-release
buckles, full zip front with storm flap,
two slash, two cargo, and single rear

security pockets, in addition to leg
zippers and snap adjustment cuffs.
The camo pattern is Realtree
Hardwoods, in sizes M to 2XL.
Ripstop Dura-Fleece insulated 4N-1 Parka and Bib include construction that is soft, durable and quiet.
They also give your customer 100-percent waterproof and breathable
RainBlocker assurance. The Parka
includes two chest pockets and two
cargo pockets, backed by handwarmers. The three-piece hood is removable and adjustable, the front zipper
protected by a storm flap. Articulated
sleeves and Velcro cuff adjustments
make shooting a bow easy, while the
drawcord waist with cord locks keeps
drafts out. For the coldest mornings a
zip-out, insulated inner jacket is
included, lined with Thinsulate and
reversible. The Bib has Thinsulate
insulation, with adjustable, quickrelease elastic shoulder straps, zippered front with storm flap, rib knit
side gussets for comfort, two large
cargo pockets and rear security pocket, plus leg zippers and snap-adjust
cuffs.
Ripstop Dura-Fleece can also be
had in an Insulated Coverall and
Insulated Jacket. Again, RainBlocker
provides foul-weather confidence,
the Thinsulate thermal insulation
cold-weather comfort. The Coverall
has zip-off hood, full-zippered front
with storm flap, two chest pockets and
two cargo pockets, articulated sleeves
and Velcro-adjustable cuffs, plus leg
zippers to make slipping out of them
easy without removing boots. The
Jacket offers a shorter version of the 4N-1 Parka, with Thinsulate insulation
built right in. The hood is removable,
the front zipper protected by a flap, the
waist elasticized, sleeves articulated
and cuffs adjustable. It has cargo pockets backed by handwarmers.
Rain gear has changed in the 28
years since I began bowhunting. For
one thing, you can actually wear the
stuff while stalking an elk, or waiting
for a deer to amble by a stand. What
was once only carried for emergency
has become part of the bowhunting
outfit even when rain is not in the
forecast, some even providing additional support in the form of scent

control. Yes, bowhunters have it better than ever, and the newest rain gear
is a big part of keeping your customers in the game no matter what
the weatherman predicts for tomorrow’s big hunt. Robert Ruark, famous
outdoor writer of the ‘50s and ‘60s,
once said it always rains on Saturday.
Today your customers can laugh in
Mother Nature’s face, by choosing
from the best bowhunting rain gear
and making the best of their limited
weekend hunting time.
Today
“bowhunting” and “rain gear” can be
used in the same sentence.

Author's Note: Here's a quick
directory to raingear suppliers.

Arctic Shield/A.R.C.
(877) 974-4353
www.arcoutdoors.com
Browning Apparel
(800) 333-3288
www.browning.com
Columbia Sportswear
(800) 547-8066
www.columbia.com
Downwind 3D Camouflage
(800) 409-2244
www.downwind3dcamo.com

Pella Products
(641) 628-3092
www.pellaproducts.com
Predator Camouflage
(800) 430-3305
www.predatorcamo.com
Rocky Shoes & Boots
(740) 753-1951
www.rockyboots.com
Robinson
Outdoors/Scent
Blocker
(507) 263-2885
www.robinsonoutdoors.com
Scent-Lok Technologies
(800) 315-5799
www.scent-lok.com
Walls/10X
(800) 433-1765
www.wallsoutdoors.com
Whitewater Outdoors
(920) 564-6674
www.whitewateroutdoors.com

LaCrosse Footwear
(800) 356-3020
www.lacrosse-outdoors.com
Mad Dog Gear by Stearns
(800) 697-5801
www.stearnsinc.com
Mossy Oak Apparel Co.
(800) 331-5624
www.MossyOakApparel.com
Natural Gear
(800) 590-5590
www.naturalgear.com
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